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ushered in a new era of issues for the vehicle. As of they are rolling out the fourth generation of
the vehicle and its popularity and reliability has increased greatly over earlier years. As popular
as it is, the Sorento is not without its problems. Those 11 years of production and four
generations have had some definite misses and there are some middle years that were full of
Kia Sorento problems. During its debut production year, the Kia Sorento had a serious problem
with crankshaft pulley breakage. In fact, a class-action lawsuit was filed against the company
for models with the 3. If the issue was not fixed it could have caused a serious accident. The
debut year models also reportedly had issues with headlights burning out quickly. Additionally,
there were many reports of faulty AC compressors that lead to noise and vibration when the AC
was initiated. Less common were complaints of ignition coil malfunctions leading to engine
misfires. The year also had terrible safety ratings from the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety
scoring just one star out of 5. Driver side and rear impact ratings scored poorly, and, in a crash
situation, drivers were at great risk of leg and pelvic injury. Many of the problems from the first
year of the Sorento carried over into the year. Because these were all first generation, the
headlights and AC issues had not been resolved by this year, either. A number of drivers
reported rubbing and grinding sounds while driving that were symptoms of an issue requiring
an entire driveshaft replacement. The Kia Sorento suffered the same problems as earlier years.
Remember, that crankshaft pulley lawsuit covered Sorentos until This year also had a few
different complaints around the headlight issues, however. They addressed transmission issues
in the model with a software update to the transmission control module. Noise issues caused by
the timer chain tensioner also plagued the year. Kia had to release an updated tensioner to fix
the issue. Air conditioning was another sore spot for a lot of Sorento owners with the model.
Either the compressor failed, or the air conditioning would just stop working altogether. Minor
issues included things like faulty gas cap sensors and failures of the internal lighting.
Fortunately, this was greatly reduced this year as Kia switched engines to a 3. While internal
issues were better handled with the model, there were some obscure reports that the door
handles broke off this year's model or electrical issues like the four-wheel drive failing. The
model year saw a marginal improvement in crash test ratings. Side impact was still a problem,
but rear crash ratings had improved greatly. The model of the Sorento had a number of reported
issues with speed control. These were actually on both ends of the spectrum with some drivers
experiencing a loss of speed in the middle of driving and others experiencing unplanned
acceleration. Others have had engine issues that ranged from stalling to serious engine fires.
These were rarities but definitely cause for concern. The model year had prominent issues with
airbags including errors with the sensors that can identify when you have a passenger. The fix
for that was often a full seat replacement, but not having it fixed meant it was possible airbags
would not deploy in a crash as the computer did not realize a passenger was present. There
were two recalls issued for the year which affected a large number of vehicles. Nearly 1 million
vehicles were recalled due to an issue with brake lights not working properly, and nearly , were
recalled for an ABS module issue that could lead to engine fires. The Sorento introduced its
second generation in and this was the first model of Kia to be manufactured in the United
States. The model year was only in Korea. The , despite the change of production, proved to be
a serious lemon for a lot of drivers and sites like CarComplains. Not only did the year introduce

different engine problems than previous years, it had baffling new ones. Many drivers
complained that the doors could not be opened from the outside. Recalls for the included ones
for the vehicle unintentionally shifting out of park, electrical shorts that can lead to fires, and
the brake light issue from previous model years. Engine issues included numerous reports of
stalling and unexplained noises. Ironically, this was the year the Sorento finally scored well
across the board on crash tests. All in all, this was a problematic year for the Sorento. If the Kia
Sorento was bad, the mode was worse. In fact, some have called it the worst model year of all.
Widespread and catastrophic engine failure brought this model year down. Though had fewer
complaints of engine failure than the previous two years, it still had enough of them, many
occurring before the car had even travelled 32, miles, to make it a risk not worth taking. The
model year also fell under the same recall as the previous year with bearing wear, plus a
separate recall that covered cracking or chipping brake-shift interlock mechanisms. The car
would shift out of park and roll unexpectedly as a result. Kia had to recall a number of Sorentos
due to an issue with the front axle that could have led to the axle breaking. Electrical issues with
the Sorento included complaints that the battery would die after sitting for a while, and also that
the power door locks had issues working all the time. The third generation of the Kia Sorento
premiered in The engine was vastly improved for and, while not without its problems, was much
better than previous models. Issues with stalling, dying, and not turning over cropped up in his
model but in much lower numbers than you would have seen in , for instance. That said, the
turbo engine was not as fuel efficient or powerful as many drivers expected. For those looking
for a powerful off-road-friendly vehicle, the Sorento was less able to handle off-road fun than
similar models in its class. The only recall for this year was on a limited number of models that
may have had a high-pressure fuel pipe leak. Engine failure remains a concern in , but there
were a number of recalls for this model year as well. Over 8, Sorentos had to be recalled due to
a faulty bracket weld in the suspension that could increase crash risks. There was also a recall
for poor welds in the frame around the back seat, and an issue with seat belts not latching
correctly. Additionally, there was a recall regarding trailer brake lights that stayed on even when
the brakes were not applied and also acceleration issues. Kia also told some owners to avoid
using cruise control on inclines and declines as the engine seemed to be trying to brake on its
own in those situations. Overall, had more issues than but less than he several years prior to
that. By Kia had finally seemed to work the wrinkles out much better than the previous decade
of vehicles had done. There were engine issues, but far fewer than previous years. A very small
number had to be recalled because of an improperly heat-treated crankshaft that could lead to
engine stalling, and the same high-pressure fuel pipe leak from previous years, as well as the
trailer light issue. These recalls affected relatively few models, however. Steering problems
proved to be one of the biggest issues with this model year, mostly related to alignment
problems and the car wandering at highway speeds. Another prevalent issue related to lights
that had a bad habit of turning on and off while driving. Across the board this year had the
fewest overall problems for drivers between and Engine problems are limited and not more
significant than what you might expect in any similar model, and the two recalls were also for a
very limited number of affected vehicles. The first recall related to an inflator component that
may have detached during deployment while the second, relating to a mere 97 vehicles, dealt
with the potential for the steering column to separate. On CarComplains. Some engine problems
have been reported, but not in a way that sets the Sorento apart from any other vehicle on the
road. Other small issues included problems with cracked windshields. Overall, customer
satisfaction with the Sorento is high. Though the Kia Sorento has not been around that long, so
problems have not cropped up in any discernible numbers. In fact, the only complaint the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has fielded for the Sorento model is one dealing
with the transmission shifting erratically when the engine is still cold. Based on the track record
of the and Sorento, however, it seems likely that the will continue to pose few problems for
drivers. No vehicle is perfect over the lifespan of the model and the Kia Sorento is no different.
As you can see, the first and second generations were wrought with serious issues that make
them worth avoiding. Newer models are definitely superior and for the last three or four years,
the Sorento has been a top-performing vehicle with few complaints overall. If you need a
reliable, safe and affordable SUV, a newer model Sorento would be. Now that you're aware of
how the problems have broken down from model year to model year you can weigh the pros
and cons of a Kia Sorento with a much more informed opinion. Why Us? How it works What we
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new New profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
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Welcome to the one and only Sorento forum! Feel free to post as a guest. But we'd love it if you
joined us! Register Log in. Sorento Forum Staff member. The all-new Kia Sorento is revealed for
the first time. Powerful, progressive and versatile, the fourth generation of Kia's flagship SUV is
designed and engineered to take on everything life throws at it. Raising standards in the
midsize SUV class for space, efficiency and quality, it sits at the heart of Kia's reinvigorated
global SUV line-up, which also includes the Stonic, Seltos, Sportage and Telluride. While the car
was initially launched in as a utilitarian all-terrain vehicle, the fourth-generation Sorento has
been transformed into something altogether more desirable. It is an important model for Kia,
particularly now that it also represents the first use of electrified power in our flagship SUV.
Inside, its attractive cabin also introduces premium-quality materials, cutting-edge infotainment
technologies, and a stunning new design. Paired with a larger body to maximise cargo and
luggage space, the platform ensure the Sorento is one of the most versatile and spacious
three-row SUVs on the road. Furthermore, the Sorento's innovative interior packaging means it
can offer all this while accommodating Kia's new 'Smartstream' electrified powertrains - the first
time that hybrid power has featured in the Sorento line-up. As a result, the new model offers
greater fuel efficiency, lower emissions, and higher performance than its predecessors. This will
be Kia's most high-tech car ever, thanks to its progressive connectivity, driver assistance and
infotainment technologies. Its user-friendly twin digital displays deliver advanced graphics, new
telematics features and smartphone connectivity. A mainstay of Kia's global line-up, more than
three million Sorento models have been sold worldwide since it was launched in In that time,
Europe has accounted for around , of these. More confident, mature and desirable Stylish and
modern, the Sorento is the flagship for Kia's reinvigorated global SUV line-up, alongside the
Stonic, Seltos and Sportage, as well as the Kia Telluride available in North America and certain
other markets. The new model is the result of a collaborative design effort by Kia's worldwide
design network. The concept of 'refined boldness' inspired Kia's designers, who sought to
maintain the robust, tough-looking aesthetic of earlier generations of Kia Sorento, while
applying a greater degree of refinement and elegance, and even a sense of sportiness. Its
bodywork incorporates sharp lines and creases - noticeably more sculpted than its more
round-edged predecessor. With more contemporary geometric details and more swept-back,

elongated proportions, the result is a more confident, more mature and more desirable design
than ever. The front of the Kia Sorento evolves with a new interpretation of Kia's hallmark 'tiger
nose' grille, displaying a wider shape which organically wraps around the integrated headlamps
on each side. The headlamps themselves feature a new 'tiger eyeline' LED daytime running
light, adding extra focus to the design by depicting the intense impression of the lines around a
tiger's eyes. This sharper, more assertive appearance is complemented by a wide, rectangular
lower air intake, bookended by wing-shaped air curtains to channel air around the car. A sharp
bumper lip is also capped with a skid plate, enhancing its robust appearance. The new model is
1,mm wide, 10mm wider than the third-generation Sorento. In profile, the proportions of the Kia
Sorento are subtly adapted to make it appear longer. The new model is 10mm longer than its
predecessor now 4,mm , yet it features shorter front and rear overhangs. The additional length
is found in the wheelbase a result of the Sorento's new platform , which has grown by 35mm to
2,mm. This subtly adapts the visual character of the Sorento, making it look longer and 'faster',
despite being 10mm taller. It also extends the length of the bonnet, drawing the A-pillar 30mm
further back from the front axle. The trailing edge of the hood wraps around the front wings and
turns into a single, strong character line which extends along the side of the Sorento and into
the rear lamps. Ever recognisable as a Kia Sorento, it retains the characteristic wide D-pillar,
substantial bodywork and clad wheel arches that have defined all three generations to-date. It
also adopts certain other design features from more recent Kia models, however, including a
new dynamic shape on its C-pillar and sculpted body surfaces with sharp creases. Inspired by
the Telluride, the Sorento adopts new vertical tail lamps which wrap around the side of the
body. Sharper lines in the bodywork echo the straight, technical appearance of the front of the
car, with horizontal shapes used to make the vehicle appear wider and more imposing on the
road. Trim on the sporty lower rear bumper embodies the appearance of dual tailpipes and, like
the front, features a skid plate to add to its tough SUV aesthetic. The fourth-generation model
follows other recent Kia models, such as Telluride and ProCeed, with the Sorento model name
displayed centrally across the tailgate. A subtle integrated spoiler also conceals the rear wiper,
resulting in a less fussy design and enhancing the driver's view out of the back. The Kia
Sorento will be available in Europe with a choice of 10 paint finishes, and the option of , , and,
for the first time in the line-up, inch aluminium alloy wheels. Attractive, upscale cabin with
premium material quality and progressive tech The interior of the fourth-generation Kia Sorento
represents a step-change in quality and design for Kia cabins. From the first-generation Kia
Sorento, which provided occupants with a practical, robust and utilitarian space, the Sorento
today provides owners with something altogether more striking, desirable and comfortable. One
of the highest quality interior spaces found in any Kia to-date, the intuitive, tech-oriented cabin
of the Sorento is fitted with premium-quality materials and cutting-edge infotainment. At the
same time, it retains the spaciousness and versatility that has characterised the Sorento over
its year existence. The attractive, upscale cabin introduces a sophisticated next-generation
design, based around twin digital displays in the dashboard. The These display information
clearly within the driver's line of sight, and create an innovative wide-screen user experience.
The car's many functions can also be controlled with new haptic buttons on either side of the
screen, which also feature further down the dashboard for the climate control system. The focal
point of the dashboard is the eye-catching vertical ventilation stack, with a chrome-effect
surround that extends onto the centre console below. The cabin of the Kia Sorento subtly
integrates a range of other technologies, including an available Mood Lighting system. This
emits soft ambient downlighting from beneath the dashboard and door trim, creating a
lounge-like feeling and greater sense of space. Material quality is enhanced, with a cabin that
blends metallic trim, leather upholstery, and embossed satin-effect surfaces. Applied
throughout the interior and across the dashboard, the cabin boasts a more sophisticated
appearance and ambience as a result. In Europe, the Sorento is offered to buyers with a choice
of black cloth, leather grey or black single-tone, or black-and-grey two-tone , or black quilted
Nappa leather. The pursuit of practicality: new platform maximises space and versatility The
Sorento is based on Kia's new third-generation midsize SUV platform, providing superior space
for people and cargo through more intelligent packaging. The result is one of the most versatile
and spacious cars in its class. The new platform is based around a compact engine bay
structure and shorter front and rear overhangs, with a 35mm longer wheelbase creating greater
cabin space between the axles. Not only does this enable the new model's stylish, more
swept-back design; the structure and layout of the new platform means the Sorento is able to
accommodate electrified powertrains for the first time. The Kia Sorento Hybrid's battery pack is
located under the floor of the cabin. As a result, the SUV offers generous space for up to seven
passengers as well as one of the largest luggage capacities in its class - up to litres for
seven-seat models or litres for five-seat models , depending on specification. This means the

car can accommodate five people in comfort, and a significant amount of luggage. In seven-seat
models, with all seven seats in place, boot space is also increased by 32 per cent compared to
its predecessor, to litres VDA, diesel models; litres for Hybrid models. Controls in the side wall
of the boot also let users fold down the second-row seat backs remotely at the touch of a
button. For passengers, the new platform maximises space in all three rows, offering more
head-, leg- and shoulder-room than many rivals. In particular, the new platform has created a
significant amount of extra legroom for first- and second-row occupants, as well as more
headroom for third-row passengers. The Kia Sorento has always been popular with customers
looking for practical third-row seating, and the new model makes life even easier for rear
passengers. Aided by the platform's longer wheelbase, the second-row seats now slide up to 45
mm further, creating a wider point of entry to the third row with more space for feet and legs.
There is also a new grab handle built into the interior trim inside the C-pillar, giving third-row
passengers something to hold on to as they climb aboard. Once seated, the third-row armrest
has also been extended by mm for greater elbow support, while incorporating a cupholder and
smartphone tray. Sorento electrified for the first time with efficient new hybrid powertrains Kia's
newest SUV will be available with hybrid power - a first for a Sorento - and buyers will eventually
able to choose from hybrid or plug-in hybrid variants. The Kia Sorento Hybrid is powered by a
new 'Smartstream' electrified powertrain, pairing a 1. The intelligent packaging of the Sorento's
new platform means the battery pack can be located under the floor, with minimal impact on
cabin or luggage space. Producing ps and Nm torque, this electrified powertrain combines low
CO2 emissions with high levels of performance. The new 1. This boosts performance at
low-to-mid engine and enhances fuel efficiency. Power is sent through the six-speed automatic
transmission via a transmission-mounted electrical device, allowing the full power of the engine
and motor to be transferred in parallel with minimal loss of energy. The result is immediacy in
acceleration response at any speed, with direct access to available battery power at higher
speeds. The Kia Sorento Hybrid will go on-sale in select European markets from launch, with
others to follow later in The Sorento will also be available as a Plug-in Hybrid variant from late in
The Kia Sorento's new four-cylinder 2. With a new aluminium block, Furthermore, it is paired
with Kia's new eight-speed wet dual-clutch transmission 8DCT. Designed to offer the smooth
shifting characteristics of a conventional automatic, the 8DCT enhances fuel efficiency over a
conventional eight-speed automatic, depending on application. Fuel efficiency and emissions
data for the Sorento's new powertrains will be announced closer to the car's European on-sale
date later in A more enjoyable, satisfying drive and enhanced all-terrain capability The
first-generation Sorento was based on a ladder-frame chassis, with the second-generation
model - the first monocoque-based Kia Sorento - marking a step change in the car's on-road
behaviour. Now, the new platform represents a similar leap forward, engineered to maximise
driving stability in all environments. The car now delivers an even more assured, comfortable
ride and more satisfying, enjoyable driving character than its predecessor, aided by heavily
revised fully-independent suspension. Engineers have sought to reduce the effect that road
surface imperfections have on the body, and to reduce noise and vibrations through the
suspension, while also improving body control and steering responses under cornering. This
has been achieved with a series of geometry changes and new components, as well as
improvements to the structure of the suspension system. The 35mm longer wheelbase also
contributes to an overall improvement in cruising comfort, while the new bodyshell - with a 4
per cent average increase to tensile strength throughout its structure - also results in lower
body vibrations. New for the fourth generation, the latest Kia Sorento model offers enhanced
all-terrain capability over its forebears thanks to a new Terrain Mode. Paired with the optional
all-wheel drive system, Terrain Mode makes the Sorento more capable in mud, snow and sand.
With each mode selectable from a dial on the centre console, Terrain Mode carefully controls
the car's standard electronic stability control ESC , as well as the distribution of torque to all
four wheels. It also adapts transmission shift times to help the car find and maintain traction in
a range of driving environments. The most high-tech Kia ever: new connectivity and
infotainment features The Kia Sorento is the most high-tech Kia car ever made, thanks to a suite
of technologies that enhance safety, connectivity and infotainment. The range of available
features are designed to make travelling safer and less stressful while providing total ease of
use. Depending on specification, the cabin incorporates Kia's latest Combined, the two twin
digital displays deliver information to the driver with absolute clarity. The Sorento also offers
Kia's innovative UVO Connect telematics system, connecting drivers by providing invaluable
information via the in-car touchscreen and on their smartphone. Featuring Kia Live services and
accessible through the optional UVO Connect also enables drivers to send route directions to
their car before a journey, and check the location of their vehicle at any time. The infotainment
system also allows Bluetooth smartphone pairing for two phones concurrently, enabling

separate phones to be used for, for instance, phone calls and music, while front passengers can
also plug in their mobile devices via two USB chargers. For second-row passengers, two USB
charging sockets are integrated into the backs of the two front seats, with a third found at the
rear of the front-row centre console. Both third-row passengers also have their own charging
points, meaning all seven passengers can keep their mobile device charged - the perfect
measure to maintain harmony in a full car during longer journeys. The Kia Sorento is also
available with a head-up display, which projects driving information onto the base of the
windscreen in the driver's line of sight. The system displays alerts from the car's numerous
driver assistance technologies, details of vehicle speed, and turn-by-turn navigation
instructions. A new 'Sound of Nature' ambient sound function for certain markets enables
occupants to select from a range of relaxing natural soundscapes. The cabin's Mood Lighting
system lets users tailor the cabin even further, with the interior illuminated in one of seven
pre-set 'core' colours selected specifically by Kia interior designs, or from a full gamut of 64
colors. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems with new Remote Smart Parking Assist The Kia
Sorento offers higher levels of active and passive safety than many of its rivals thanks to an
enhanced range of driver assistance systems. Kia's Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
ADAS help to reduce many of the inherent hazards and stresses of driving, protecting
occupants and other road users on every journey. This also detects oncoming traffic when
making a turn at a junction. Kia's 'level two' autonomous driving technology, Lane Following
Assist LFA , controls acceleration, braking and steering depending on the vehicles in front. LFA
operates between speeds of 0 and kph, using camera and radar sensors to maintain a safe
distance from the car in front, while monitoring road markings to keep the Sorento in the centre
of its lane. In addition, it is also the first Kia available in Europe with the company's new Remote
Smart Parking Assist RSPA , which enables drivers to move their car autonomously out of a
front-and-back parking space remotely with their key fob. This is designed to make it easier for
passengers to get in and out of the car in tight parking spaces, or if another driver parks too
close to access any of the doors. RSPA brakes the Sorento automatically if it detects another
car, cyclist or pedestrian behind the vehicle or crossing behind it. The Sorento's Safe Exit
Assist feature also prevents rear doors from opening if the vehicle detects a hazard
approaching from behind, such as a cyclist or another vehicle. The Kia Sorento is fitted with up
to seven airbags dual front airbags, dual front seat-mounted side airbags, side curtain airbags
with rollover sensor, and front centre airbag. The front centre airbag, a new innovation, provides
additional head protection for front-seat occupants and is designed to prevent their heads
coming into contact during a collision. The Kia Sorento also implements Kia's first
Multi-Collision Brake system, which enables the Sorento to mitigate the severity of secondary
collisions. It automatically applies vehicle brakes when the airbags have been deployed after an
initial collision, further protecting occupants from secondary frontal or side impacts. The Kia
Sorento's body is made up of a blend of steel and aluminium, maximising torsional rigidity
while keeping weight low. The bodyshell construction features a higher proportion of Advanced
High-Strength Steel and hot-stamped steel components than its predecessor. The blend of
High-Strength Steel enhances occupant safety, giving it torsional rigidity Furthermore, the more
rigid bodyshell reduces road vibrations in everyday use. Manufactured in Korea Like its
predecessor, the Kia Sorento will be built for Europe and many other markets at Kia's Hwasung
manufacturing facility in Korea. European sales are due to commence in the third quarter of ;
the car will be available to order in most of Kia's global markets by the end of the year. It will be
sold in Europe with Kia's unique seven-year, ,mile warranty as standard. Starmaster New
member. Sorento Forum said:. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. It looks like you're new here. If you
want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Nice touches like 3rd row seats, headlight
washers, etc. I don't know how Kia will sell Sportage with this on their line up though. Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. February edited December in Kia. February
Thanks a lot, Steve, for starting the new forum. We love it. For all the new ones over here,
please check the "KIA BL"-one as well, as this was the beginning of our discussion leading to
the Sorento. See you all here! Steve, bluewinds commented to one of my postings Kia BL
before, and the story behind it is that Kia in Korea originally had a contest in regard to the
shape of the logo. The spelling there was Sorrento with 2 r's like the city in Italy. However, Kia
decided to change it to Sorento. Keep it like that for now! I want a new Sorento now! I've been
waiting and looking for spy pics allover the internet dreaming. I already have a Sportage, but it
would be nice to have a Sorento to go along with it. I keep seeing them everywhere, but the KIA
logo is always masked. Sorento with one 'R' is a city in Illinois. That resolves the issue with one
versus two Rs. And aligns more with their apparent U. Does anyone know the competitive set in
which Kia expects the Sorento to compete? At the L. Auto Show they said the Explorer and the

Pathfinder. But from what I'm reading lately, that doesn't seem right. Perhaps there is no direct
competitor for the Sorento yet. Definitely like what I see so far. Has anyone heard a price
estimate or when they will hit the showrooms? Any inclination about fuel economy for the
Sorento? The same 3. I would expect to see number in the V8 gas hog range of mpg. Any
thoughts? Latest word is to expect them in August. Knowing Kia, that's fully loaded. I have
gassed up twice now. A total of I have gone miles on that in mixed driving around Austin. So,
my gas mileage is about My old car was a Sebring convertable with a 2. I averaged about
Considering the engine size and the weight of the Sorento I think the mileage is reasonable. The
next time I drive down to Houston I'll check the highway mileage. My wish list for The Sorento
tranny is 5 speed automatic, why does Kia design in a 4 speed automatic tranny? March Hi,
everyone, I'm back. Please check out the official Korean Kia-site: The animation second Korean
link is pretty cool, but takes forever. Very nice photos, even a 7-seater configuration!!! Too bad
we won't get half of the goodies! See you around. As always. Where is the buzz? This is
seriously best looking SUV. Europeans agreed on one of their initial image survery beating out
Lexus RX Kia's image will change with the new Sorento. Lexus or a Kia I can't read the writing
on the wall. Where is it? I would like to see the pictures, thanks!!!!!! Right under it has links the
line where it says "e-Catalog" , click the second link from the left side of that line. It will open up
a new window takes a while and when it opens up just play with whatever clickable words
objects you can find. I saw it, totally impressive, the 7 seating arrangements are far superior
than the Honda Ody Magic seats, impressive very impressive. I can't read the Korean
Characters Nice research! Nice looking SUV though! Maybe they will come out with the rear
seats at a later date? The Korean webpage I mentioned in posting 13, which led to all the links
yoonny checked out, just shows what KIA puts in a vehicle in their home market. The Santa Fe
in Korea has a 7-seater configuration as well, and lots of other stuff, we did not see so far. And
I'm pretty sure we won't. And in Europe neither. However, it shows what's possible in such a
size vehicle. Even in larger SUV's in the US-market the room of a third row seating is debatable,
as usually the leg room is pretty bad for larger than 6 footers. And most of us are. For the
Sorento, the US will not get the 7-seater configuration. Nor the Navigation system or the
headlight washers. The Sorento in Korea though does not have the side curtain airbags yet,
which will be available here. And, and, and. But the good thing is that KIA will kick some serious
butt with the Sorento in whatever configuration they will market here. I just found out, that the
Sorento will be available in Europe with a 2. At least the Diesel and the 4-cyl. That might give
"the manual tranny front" some hope for the US as well! Why not just get a map? Dookiss,
thanks for the posting. Great to have you. We are all "imports", aren't we? Somehow at least.
And you are absolutely right: in Korea you find much more models with a navi-system of some
kind. It's the same in Europe. The new Ford Fiesta smaller than the Focus, guys!!! We come out
of highly populated countries, dookiss, and we are used to other things, but the systems will
come over here, too. Just takes time. And for yepp, those things are cheaper than you imagine!
And, yes, I believe a 18k car with a navi is absolutely possible. Hey, just wait, even though it's
not planned yet for the US-Sorento, KIA and the Hyundai-group in general will surely surprise
us with the face-lifted XG already introduced in Korea for , and surely in a year or two with a
Sorento Limited which will have the navi option! As always, stay safe! Guys, It appears that the
Sorento will be pretty popular in the US market. Here in Korea, it is a stunning sucess. I work for
Hyundai on the diesel engine side so the common rail engine system is becoming the market
standard here in Korea and in Europe. The price for the Sorento has not been decided for the
US market, as of yet. With that said, maybe guys in product planning already figured out the
price. This is with the 2. The US model will be equipped with 3. Let see if the Sorento rocks..!! It
looks to be only electronically-controlled automatic transmission offered so far. Also, do you
know any of the Sportage changes that are in the works? Body redesign or mechanical
changes? Spill the beans if you feel free to! I guess some people are looking for the Sorento
with manual tranny. However for your dissapointment, there will be no manual tranny for the
Sorento. As far as the changes in the Sportage is concerned, there will be no major changes.
There are rumors to upgrade the engine with the V-6 2. Just for your info, here at HQ a black
Sorento with is displayed. It looks really sweet.. Thanks a lot for your input. I just need to find
the pictures of the manual transmission for Europe of the Sorento - I have them somewhere Our
friends in the Netherlands: Second picture on the right. You can enlarge it. I can't speak Korean.
Can you speak German? Thanks, site! I knew by posting my message I will get some feedback
from our Korean friends. I hope some more will reply! Are you ready for the soccer world cup?
So, but please, guys, be diplomatic in your reply! OK, back to the Sorento You can buy the
Sorento now in Korea and you might have read my comments regarding the 7-seater
configuration. What do you guys think of it? Anybody out there to give us some measurements
in leg room, head and shoulder room in the 3rd row to confirm my thoughts? All sorento's will

come with a standard V6, the 3. The Sorento is still on body on fram and not a unibody
construction chassie. More to come when I find some more Gossip. First of all, we are beyond
prepared for the world cup, there are all sorts of facilities for foreigners in place all over the
country already. Most impressive is that there are hundreds computer terminals all around the
stadiums for free internet access for everyone. The 7 seater configuration comes with all SUVs
in Korea but most people take out the third row seats. They are too small to be practical for
adults. The reason for their existance is that any car or truck that is designed for 7 passengers
or more gets lower tax rates. Thats why manufacturers put almost useless seats in, in order to
lower taxes. Once the vehicle is sold most people take them out. I guess that some people could
find them useful though But if you need to seat more than 5 on a regular basis, a minivan will be
much better. But Koreans are on a SUV craze too so I like the Sorento and thinking about
getting one. One thing I don't understand is that it uses a truck ladder frame and it is more
upscale than the Santa Fe. I think this should be more utilitarian in design. Besides the
confusing product mix, I like the Sorento. I drive a BMW now. Haha german cars are definetly
better Thanks a lot for your reply! I really appreciate it - not because most of it confirms my
previous postings here and in the Townhall, but because you gave some good insights for
everyone! I got some heat in the past for raising some of the overlap questions. Most of it still
has to be seen under the product development cycle when Hyundai and Kia were seperate. But
you are right - some things seem a little weird. A friend of mine told me the "secret" behind the
7-seater configuration a while back. Sportage is soon to be discontinued? Say it isn't so! I drive
a Kia Sportage 4x4 and, although I see some real good things in Sorento, I love my Sportage
and would prefer the Sportage model. I don't like the fact that Kia will not offer a manual
transmission in Sorento. My Sportage has a 5-speed and I prefer it for the slightly better gas
mileage and IMHO better overall reliablility than automatic transmissions. I think manual
tranny's are more reliable in the Long-Haul. Love that Long Haul Warranty. I heard that Kia is
tweaking the Sportage a tad for but your post above is the first that I've seen where Kia is
discontinuing Sportage. Don't do it Kia! Also, maybe Kia is making the Sorento with body on
frame truck-loke design like Sportage in anticipation of discontinuing Sportge. They want to
offer off-road capabilities still, because they always have with the Sportage and it's may be
going away. That's cool that there's free Internet access available to all at the World Cup
stadium. Most endearing! He is cying in his cereal! However, it might not be called Sportage All
in development. Hi, J! Thanks a lot. I knew of the first two. That's the reason why I tried to calm
iluv down, but I did not know about the Coupe. Contrary, I heard something about a Sonata
Wagon for Europe?!? A Sonata coupe AND wagon! Not a Sportage fan at all, but this new
Sorento looks good. Any idea of pricing? But i was very disappointed in their styling. I have an
excellent Navigation system installed in my vehicle, it is in my head! You should check it out.
Take some more honey, the bee is a very good natural navigator, may be something in the
honey can help you to restore your sense of direction. My contacts to Korea were initially
business, but I met a lot of wonderful people! Click a little around on the "animated" site. It's
worth it. Have a look at 31 as well. It's suppose to be quite cool. Yepp, you're right. Got the
Vibe-brochure right in front of me. Be careful speeding though Sign In or Register to comment.
It's all that's great about the standard Sorento with the added benefit of hybrid power. Kia's
trusty Sorento SUV has been around since , but hot diggity, it's a real peach now. The Sorento
offers sleek styling and tons of innovative tech, plus there's a new hybrid powertrain, too. The
Sorento Hybrid pairs a 1. Total power output is rated at horsepower and pound-feet of torque,
which is more than what you get in a Toyota Highlander Hybrid , but less than what's offered in
the Ford Explorer Hybrid with its 3. Front-wheel drive is standard and all-wheel drive isn't
available, and a six-speed automatic transmission handles shifting duties. This powertrain
combination offers plenty of get-up-and-go and I never feel like I'm lacking power when piloting
the Sorento up steep hills or merging onto the highway. On top of that, the Sorento Hybrid is
actually at its best when driven in Eco mode, because it doesn't mute the throttle or alter the
transmission programming enough so as to be annoying. Switching to Comfort, Smart or Sport
modes doesn't seem to provide a noticeable change to the Sorento's demeanor, either. Aside
from an occasional delay when a downshift is required, the six-speed automatic does its job
smoothly and admirably, largely fading into the background. The ride is perfectly compliant,
able to soak up the blemishes on the broken pavement of the mean streets of Oakland,
California. The steering, while light, is still very accurate. There is, however, a slight learning
curve when it comes to the brakes. Sometimes they're smooth and linear. Sometimes they're
super grabby as they capture regenerative energy and send it back into the 1. Not a total
deal-breaker, but not great, either. The big reason to opt for the hybrid powertrain is fuel
economy. The EPA rates the Sorento Hybrid at 39 miles per gallon in the city, 35 mpg highway
and 37 mpg combined, though I'll admit, after a couple days of driving, I'm only seeing Even so,

that's better than the Compared to a 2. The front-drive-only Sorento Hybrid can also tow half as
much as its gas-only sibling: 1, pounds, compared to 3, You also lose a little bit of legroom in
the second row. The second row is still comfortable, though. At 5 feet, 9 inches tall, I have
plenty of room to move around in the captain's chairs and can even cram myself into the third
row. Problem is, the way-back bench seats are pretty much on the floor, so my knees are up to
my ears. Not fun. My Sorento Hybrid EX tester has leather seats with diamond-shaped
perforation, as well as some brushed-aluminum trim with a little bit of texture. There are lots of
little cubbies for storage and the electronic gear selector frees up space in the center console,
too. I really like the stacked, trapezoidal air vents, although the lower ones are so small that
they're practically useless. One big demerit to the Hybrid is a lack of multimedia tech. You can't
get the That means there's no native navigation system, though wireless Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto are standard. You also can't get the Hybrid with the Sorento's Three volt plugs are
standard too and a wireless charging pad is optional. The Sorento gets a few new
driver-assistance features for , many of which are standard on the Hybrid. Lane-keeping assist
and lane-departure warning are on deck, as is a new blind-spot collision-avoidance system that
works when pulling out of a parallel parking space. A new safe-exit feature does the same thing,
warning people of oncoming traffic if they try to open the door. The higher Hybrid EX trim gets
adaptive cruise control with stop-and-go capability as well as front and rear parking sensors.
The Sorento can detect and mitigate forward collisions with cars, pedestrians and cyclists.
Heck, it can even mitigate head-on or t-bone collisions with its Junction Assist technology. The
Sorento Hybrid looks just as good as its gas-only counterpart, which is to say it's absolutely
superb. The jewel LED headlamps are framed by a jaunty daytime running-lamp signature, set
off by my EX tester's gloss black grille. There are some strong character lines running the
length of the Soren
audi allroad interior
led christmas light wiring diagram
ford eec relay problems
to's profile, but I really like the rear with its dual taillights, the outermost of which flicks into the
rear fender just a bit. The Sorento doesn't exactly look like a baby Telluride , but the family
resemblance is clear. Packaging and trim level structure for the Sorento Hybrid is pretty much
what-you-see-is-what-you-get. There aren't any special options packages or one-off additions,
save for premium paint colors or port-installed options like floor mats and cargo nets. If you
want to dive deeper into the electrification pool, Kia will offer a plug-in hybrid Sorento next year,
offering hp and roughly 30 miles of all-electric range. That one sounds super compelling to me,
especially with the ability to run errands on electric power alone. But for those who want a
set-it-and-forget-it hybrid experience, the standard Sorento Hybrid offers a whole lot to like.
Climb in the driver's seat for the latest car news and reviews, delivered to your inbox twice
weekly. Emme Hall. Enlarge Image.

